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CMB, rotation curves, ...

Ωh2 = 0.11

Solar, atmospheric, etc.

θij,∆m
2
ij are known

New fields are required

Additional symmetries

Dark matter and neutrino masses provide
strong evidence for new physics

The gravitational effects of
DM have been observed

Oscillations experiments
require ν masses

They cannot be explained
within the SM



SUSY, UED, minimal

models

Seesaw, loops, flavor

symmetries

Can both be explained by

physics at the TeV scale?

Most models try to address only one
of these two issues

Many scenarios could
account for the DM

Different mechanisms
might explain ν masses

Could dark matter and
Mν be related?



Ma, 2006

Two new fields: H2, Ni

Farzan et al

Law and McDonald

A handful of known models satisfy these
requirements

The radiative seesaw
is the best example

Neutrinos acquire masses
at 1-loop

Other similar models
have been studied
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Modulo the hypercharge

Bonnet, Hirsch, Ota, Winter (2012)

The possible 1-loop realizations of the
Weinberg operator are already known

Only 4 different topologies
exist

The new fields transform
as 1, 2 or 3 of SU(2)

They give rise to ∼ 30
new field configurations



DM stability

Y = −2T3

Few viable possibilities

Ωh2→ TeV masses
Direct detection bounds

We have obtained the full list of minimal
models of ν masses and dark matter

All new fields are odd
under a Z2

The spectrum should contain
a neutral particle

It must be consistent with
current experiments
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We found 12 models compatible with dark
matter within the T1-1 topology

All of them allow
for scalar dm

Only four admit
fermionic dm

7 models include
exotics
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Within the T1-2 topology, 8 models are
compatible with dark matter

All models admit
scalar dm

Four allow for
fermionic dm

3 models include
exotics
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We found 8 models from the T1-3 topology
that are consistent with dark matter

All models admit
scalar dm

All allow for
fermionic dm

2 models include
exotics
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Within the T3 topology, 7 models were
found to be consistent with dark matter

All models allow
scalar dm

Only two admit
fermionic dm

4 models include
exotics



DM is an SU(2) n-plet

Mν at 1-loop

Few new fields, a Z2

M ∼ TeV → LHC

Work in progress

These models of ν masses and dm offer an
interesting approach to physics BSM

They address two
pressing problems

They are minimal
and testable

Most of them have not
been studied


